The concepts of a prime ideal of a distributively generated (d.g.) nearring R, a prime d.g. near-ring and an irreducible R-group are introduced1). The annihilating ideal of an irreducible R-group with an R-generator is a prime ideal. Consequently we define a prime ideal to be primitively prime if it is the annihilating ideal of such an R-group, and a d.g. near-ring to be a primitively prime near-ring if it acts faithfully on such a group. The intersection of all the primitively prime ideals of a d.g. near-ring is called the ideal-radical; this ideal contains all the nilpotent ideals of the near-ring and a relationship between it and the quasi-radical of the near-ring is established.
If S is a multiplicative semi-group contained in R, whose elements generate R + and satisfy (iv) s(x+y)=sx+sy, we say that R is generated by the distributive semi-group S. A near-ring R which is generated by some distributive semi-group is said to be distributively generated.
Throughout this article, we shall mean by a d.g. near-ring a d. g. near-ring with an identity element which will be denoted by e and R will always denote such a near-ring. The symbol S stands for some distributive semi-group generating R. It will always be assumed that S contains e; this imposes no further structural restriction on R.
An (R, S)-group g2 is given by an additive group, the additive notation not to imply commutativity, together with a mapping (x, w)-->xw of R• into ~ such that (i) For all x, yER and all w~, (2, (x+y) w=xw+yw.
(ii) For all x, ycR and all w~f2, (xy) 
w=x(yw). (iii) For all sES and wl, w2~D, s(wl +w2)=sw~ + sw 2. (iv) For all w~Q, ew=w.
If the particular semi-group S occurring in this definition does not need to be specified, we simply speak of an R-group (see I51) .
The zero 0 of R + is a two-sided annihilator of R ([2~, t.t, 1.5) . The zero of an additive group g) will be denoted by 0n, or, if no confusion is possible, simply by 0. If D is an R-group, then x0e=0s, for all x~R ([3J, 1.4) . A ]aifhJul R-group Q is an R-group such that if xER and xw=O for all w cQ, then x=0. A minimal R-group is a non-zero R-group which contains no R-groups as proper, non-zero sub-groups. A primitive d.g. near-ring R is a d,g. near-ring which has a faithful representation on a minimal R-group (see E7~).
A homomorphism ~ of an R-group ~Q into another R-group is called an R-homomorphism if q)(xw)=x(~w), for all xER and wEsQ. A sub-group a of R § is a le/t (right) R-module of R if xyEa(yxca) for all x~R and y~a. A left R-module that is also a right R-module is a two-sided R-module. A le/t (right, two-sided) ideal is a left (right, two-sided) R-module that is also normal in R +. A two-sided ideal is simply called an ideal. Left R-modules are the R-subgroups of R § Left ideals are precisely the kernels of R-homomorphisms of R +, and ideals are precisely the kernels of the nearring homomorphisms of R ([2J, 1.3.3, [35, 2.1.4 The above proposition shows that a primitively prime d.g. near-ring is a prime d.g. near-ring and a primitively prime ideal is a prime ideal. A primitively prime ideal is a proper ideal.
Proposition 2. An ideal p i~r R is primitively prime i/and only i/p = (~:R), where ~ is a maximal le/t ideal o/R.
Pro@ Let p = (l: R); then R/p acts faithfully on the irreducible R/p-group If ~ is a subset of R and A is a subset of an R-group ,Q, then cIA denokes the group generated by all elements of the form ~w, where sea and wCZ].
3) See footnote t). The intersection of all the primitive ideals of a d.g. near-ring R is called the radical (if the near-ring has no primitive ideals, then the radical is taken to be the whole near-ring) and is equal to the intersection of all the maximal left ideals which are maximal left R-modules of R. The intersection of all the maximal left ideals of a d.g. near-ring is called the quasi-radical (see ~8]).
Any d.g. near-ring with an identity element contains maximal left ideals (which are proper left ideals). This is proved by an application of ZORN'S 1emma. Therefore, by proposition 2, any d.g. near-ring with an identity element possesses primitively prime ideals.
De/inition 4. The intersection of all the primitively prime ideals of a d.g. near-ring is called the ideal-radical of the near-ring.
Theorem 1. Let N denote the quasi-radical o/ a d.g. near-ring R. The idealradical is the ideal (N: R) which is contained in N. The ideal-radical contains all the nilpotenl ideals o/ the near-ring.
Pro@ Let P denote the ideal-radical of R. P is contained in the ideal (I:R) for each maximal left ideal [ of R by proposition 2. Since (1:R)~1, P is contained in each maximal left ideal of R and so in the intersection of all the maximal left ideals of R, i.e., the quasi-radical N of R. But P is an ideal and therefore P(=(N:R) . Also N is contained in each maximal left ideal I of R and hence (N:R)~(I:R), for each maximal left ideal ~ of R. Therefore (N:R) is contained in the intersection of the ideals (I:R) where I is a maximal left ideal of R, i.e., (N:R)_(P by proposition 2. Therefore the ideal (N:R) is the ideal-radical of R. The last part of the theorem follows immediately from proposition 4. We have the following situation for a d.g. near-ring R: the radical contains the quasi-radical which contains the ideal-radical. The radical is an ideal (which may or may not be proper) containing all the nilpotent left R-modules of R. The quasi-radical is a proper left ideal containing all the nilpotent left ideals of R. The ideal-radical is an ideal containing all the nilpotent ideals of R. Further properties of these three "radicals" are obtained in the next section for any d.g. near-ring R which satisfies the descending chain condition for left R-modules (see ~8~). 
Theorem 2. Let R be a d.g. near-ring satis/ying the d.c.c. /or le/t R-modules. The ideal-radical is a nilpotent ideal containing all the nilpotent ideals o/R.
Pro@ The quasi-radical of R is nilpotent (see [8] ) and so the ideal-radical must be nilpotent.
Corollary. R has a non-zero nilpotent ideal i/ and only i/ its ideal-radical P is non-zero. The near-ring RIP has no non-zero, nilpotent ideals.
We consider the R-group R § --N, where N is the quasi-radical, The intersection of all the maximal left ideals of R is N. Since R satisfies the d. 
c. /or left R-modules. Any proper prime ideal o/ R is a primitively prime ideal. I~ R is a non-zero prime d.g. near-ring, then it is a primitively prime d.g. near-ring.
We end this section with a structure theorem for finite prime d.g. nearrings which gives a relationship between all the cyclic irreducible R-groups. To a certain extent it generalizes the theorem for simple d.g. near-rings which states that all the minimal R-groups of a simple d.g. near-ring R are R-isomorphic (see [71).
Theorem 5. Let R be a non-zero finite, prime d.g. near-ring. All cyclic irreducible R-groups are R-homomorphie images o/R-subgroups o/a/aith/ul, cyclic irreducible R-group. To within an isomorphism, R has one, and only one, /aith/ul, cyclic irreducible R-group.
Pro@ R is not the zero near-ring. Let N be the quasi-radical of R. Then R §174 ... | where the Ak are irreducible R-groups with R-generators G, e = el + ... + e--,,. From the previous theorem, R acts faithfully on some Ak, say zl n. Denote by I the set of all groups which are R-homomorphic images of R-subgroups of A, and, by I', those groups of I which are cyclic 6) We are using here the fact that an R-group is all (R, S)-group for some set S of distributive elements of R. Thus all R-group is an operator group with S as a set of operators. Since S generated R + a subgroup of an (R, S)-group is an R-subgroup if and only if it is all admissible subgroup for the set of operators S and two (R, S)-groups are R-isomorphic if they are isomorphic as operator groups for the set of operators S. It follows that in the present case the decomposition (t) of R +-N provides us with the composition series Z/1 | "'" | An> Z/2 | "'" | "' "> z/n> (0) for R + --N as an operator group for any distributively generating set S of R. Hence we can use the Jordan-H61der theorem for operator groups to show that ally two composition series of R-subgroups of R + --N are of the same length and the factor groups oi one of the series are R-isomorphic to the factor groups of the other series in some order. where z/~ = --lk ~ I' for k = t, m. These d k are cychc irreducible R-groups. Thus both this decomposition and decomposition (1) provide us with composition series of R + --N and so n=m and the A k are R-isomorphic to the Af in some order 7). The theorem now follows from theorem 3.
We shall prove that every group in I is annihilated by some power of N' by induction on the order of the groups in I.
If sQ has least order among the non-zero groups in I, it is a minimal R-group and so is in I'. Let w~2, w4=0; then Rw=,(2 and hence R+ --(0 : w) -~ ,Q so that the left ideal (0: w) contains N'. This is true for every element of ~ and consequently N' annihilates ~ itself. Now let f2EI be an R-group of order m>0 and assume that all groups in I of order less than m are annihilated by some power of N'. Let D--~0>121>'">-(2l--(0) be a strictly descending chain of R-groups in D such that each ~(2~ is normal in Di-1 and Di_ 1 --sQi is an irreducible R-group (not necessarily cyclic). Each sc2i_~--f2i is contained in I. If l> 1, then these factor groups have order less than rn and so, by hypothesis, are annihilated by some power of N'. Therefore f2 itself is annihilated by some power of N'. We are left with the case /=1, i.e., when I2 is an irreducible R-group. If w ~s and R w =D, then sQ ~ I' and R + --(0 : w) ~ ,(2. Therefore (0 : w) contains N' and hence N' annihilates w. If w~s9 and Rw~D, then Rw~I has order less than m and by hypothesis Rw, and so w, is annihilated by some power of N'. Thus every element of ~Q and therefore D itself is annihilated by some power of N'. It follows, therefore, that every group in I, in particular zl~ itself, is annihilated by some power of N'. This proves the first part of the theorem. Now let .Q and t2' be two faithful, cyclic irreducible R-groups. They are finite groups. We have shown that ,(2 is an R-homomorphic image of an R-subgroup of ,(2' and, conversely, ,(2' is an R-homomorphic image of an R-subgroup of Q. Thus ~2 and ,(2' are isomorphic.
Besides the properties of a d.g. near-ring described at the end of section 1 we have the following additional properties for a d.g. near-ring R which satisfies the d.c.c, for left R-modules: Since R* is faithful, the ideal radical of T is the zero ideal (T is a finite, prime d.g. near-ring which is not simple). If the quasi-radical were an ideal, it would be the zero ideal (since the quasi-radical is nilpotent). But then T is a direct sum of irreducible T-groups by the equality (t) after the corollary to theorem 2. Every T-subgroup r of R + has a T-generator er and consequently every T-subgroup is a direct sum of irreducible T-subgroups. By the latticeisomorphism, this means that every subgroup of/2 is a direct sum of simple groups. If we take/2 to be the alternating group on nine symbols, then it has a cyclic subgroup of order nine and this subgroup is not a direct sum of simple subgroups, i.e., two subgroups of order three. It follows that the quasiradical of T corresponding to the alternating group on nine symbols is not an ideal.
It is an open question whether or not the quasi-radical of a d.g. near-ring can be an ideal and yet not be the radical also. Or, to put it another way, whether a d.g. near-ring can possess non-zero nilpotent left R-modules and yet possess no non-zero nilpotent left ideals. s) These mappings of R § into itself are cndomolphisms because R satisfies the right distributive law.
